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Chemdawg Cannabis Seeds Feminized Autoflower Auto Chemdog The result of crossing Auto #1 with
an original Chemdog clone, Auto Chemdog is an easy to grow highly potent strain with a knock out
stone. The perfect balance between sativa and indica genetics and ready in only 60-65 days from seed,
Auto Chemdog is one of their quickest finishing strains. chemdawg feminized seeds One of the most
sought after and popular modern marijuana hybrids, Chemdawg has it's origins shrouded in mystery. A
multi-crossed strain, containing almost equal percentages of Sativa and Indica genetics, it has been used
as the foundation for countless top-quality strains including OG Kush and Sour Diesel. -Hemp seeds are
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rich in healthy fats and essential fatty acids. They are also a great protein source and contain high
amounts of vitamin E, phosphorus, potassium, sodium, magnesium, sulfur, calcium, iron and zinc.
Original Auto Chemdawg is an autoflowering cannabis strain that's easy to grow and is ideal for quality
hash extraction. Its fuel-like terpenes emit a pungent fragrance, accompanied by a sedative high and
potent effects, making Original Auto Chemdawg an excellent choice for cannabis consumers with
particularly high tolerance levels. A strain of supreme pedigree, Auto Chemdog is undoubtedly one of
the most powerful strains in Auto Seeds collection. The result of crossing Auto #1 with an original
Chemdog clone, Auto Chemdog is an easy to grow highly potent strain with a knock out stone.
#semillas #seeds #semas #seed #sema #weed #420 #autocultivo #cultivo #autoflorecientes #automaticas
#flora #naturaleza #plantas #crecimiento #buenosaires #thc #cbd #cannabis #infografia #molecula
#historia visit this website

Fast Buds - Original Auto Chemdawg 5 Automatic Feminized Seeds Per Pack Mostly Indica Flowering
8-9 Weeks Harvest 350-400gr/m2 Height US 60-90 cm THC Up to 20% CBD Very Low Description
For those who love pungent, gassy, fuel terps with a knock out effect. A tough, compact plant with up to
20% THC Original Auto Chemdawg is an easy to grow strain that is a good starting point for any one
new ... After cloning a second tray, had enough growth to cut a second round for the next two trays.
Some got a little pale trying to dial in new nutes and first time around with LEDs so the balance was
real. Original plants at 3 wk, new 7 days out of the domes. Buy Auto Chemdawg Autoflowering
Feminised Seeds from spanish seed bank Bulk Seeds. Ease of cultivating the genetic Auto Chemdawg
and a powerful effect makes this variety one of the best options for most growers
#stashjar #monsterjar #eyesandteeth #handsculpted #handpainted #custommade #ldlv
#livingdeadlasvegas #420 #cannabis #ohthehorror #spookyjar #thebrain #weedgram #horrorgram
#smokesess #horrorandweed Original Chemdawg Auto is a mostly indica auto-flowering strain which
has an almost overpoweringly pungent terpene profile with a distinct diesel-fuel bias. This is a hardy,
compact strain producing high THC levels and decent yields in a relatively short life-cycle.. Suitable for
both indoor and outdoor cultivation, Original Chemdawg Auto grows to a height of 60 - 90 cm. making
it a great ... Primera vez que me pasa esto desde que cultivo. Al menos el moho estaba lejos del tallo ya
que habia regado mojando circularmente cerca del borde del cepellon transplantado. try here
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